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ON THT INVERSION O FINITE AUTOMATA

[Following is the translation of an article by
V.I. Levenshteyn in the Russian-language perio-
dical D~ ak y A jkLdemitYauk SSSR (Reports of the
Academy of Science& USSR)j Vol 147, No 6, 1962,
pages 1300-0303.1

(Iresented by Academician M.V. Keldysh 4 July 1962)

Recently, certain studies (refe 6-8) have taken note
of the common ground between certain problems in coding theory
and the theory of automata. Thus, problems of one-to-one coding
correspordeuioe and the possibility of constructing a deconding
device with a finite memory have been essentially reduced to
the problems of the mutual equivalence of finite automata and
the possibility of their Inversion. It is true, however, that
this has necessitated some extension of the concept of the
automatic device, with the elimination of the requirement of
synchronism, i.0., the equality of-the length of the input
and corresponding output words. In his study, Yu.V. Glebakiy
(ref 6) found an effective criterion for the recognition of
the mutual equivalence of a fully defined finite automaton
over a finite-countable set. The present paper deals with
effectively checkable necessary and sufficient conditions for
the inversion of (asynchronous) partial finite automata,
as well as methods of constructing inverse automata. In addi-
tion, we construct recognition algorithms for certain other
properties of partial finite automata.

I . Let I.L w•,A,&A,,,e a partial finite automaton,
whereA 4..-,S o•is the input alphabet -, 6z..-,Leis the output

alphabet;S,5w- .... s.A is the set of states; sz is the initial

state; ý and q are respectively the transition function and
output function of the automaton, defined.over a.certain sub-.
se2QSh moreover,f o)~ {(sZ., i-)4V4where 65 , and 4
is a certain (perhaps empty) word In alphabet 8. . The auto-

IMaton V is called mg•QJbrgjL, If each word v'. is a lett' r
L alphabet 0 * The automaton induces a fu1nction



ofined on each word of ok ,a.. for whiche$.ofees 9 o hc(~ 0 O) S=L•,... p -ere :€: (•r- ) •) ,there ansumingVh 6%o 64

. ". In addition, the automaton 1,k induces a
a function F' * defined over each infinite sequenceazo..;6.. 1

for whioých &i )ChCAL ~..,whore fi there
assumes the vlue u. The defined regions of

functions t and Foe we shall denote by lig and r ok

spectively. The state into which the automaton passes from
state e- under the aption of the word o. from the al abet
will be denoted by f A # The two automata 1J. and ' ill
be considered equivalen if for any word o( in alphabet A
we have [see note] • i ,nasmuch as we are concerned
with automata with an accuracy up to tae limit of equivalence,
we can assert without any loss of generality that all states of
the automaton 14 are distinguishable and for any state s 6,
,there..eit.~wr E~(N~:)
Here, as usual,1,(,:R'C., means that either both functions
are undefined foP the ie'ord o, or are deflzaed for this word
and take on the smae values;.

The automatcn 2' will be called 7W
it for anny distinn,% words o(, and o(•, fromh F
The automaton 24 will be called Il
Itl senit or an automaton t. " -0-
Ir for any distinct words , an r(ca om , suc that

the states . and (' . are distinct, The

automaton'h will be called mutually-single-y lue&d over infIntZ
if for an; distinct sequences *;,and -. from t we have

([0. Note:) The latter name was suggested by Thiffman
(ref 3) who studied such automata in detail-for the synchronous
case. This name reflects the fact that a fully-defined auto-
maton is mutually-single-valued in the weak sense if and only
if there exists an experiment (ref 2) of finite length with
automaton 2 Lrocessing a random word N (unknown to the ex-
perimenter)' whch makes possible the determination of the word

t from the output Fn(p)and the results of the experiment).
To simplify further formulations, let us impose the

following limitation on the region of definition for automaton
"1 : each word from L%. is the start of at&least two distinot

L equenoes from I1. With this limitation, the following
Lsimma will -hold thstn

-- 2,-



Lemma I If the automaton k is mutually-single---l
alued over infinity, it is mutually-single-valued in the

weak sense.
it is obvious that a mutually-single-valued automaton

is mutually-single-valued in the weak sense. Figure 1 shows
a diagram of an automaton mutually-single-valued in the weak
sense which is neither mutually-single-valued not mutually-
single-valued over infinity.

-- initial state

Figure I

If for the automaton ýkther. exists'an automaton
such that .' the automaton ' will be called

tiblg, and automaton will be called the 1 of -'•.

It is easy to see that for a synchronous automaton
there exists a synchronous automaton inverse to V if and only if
automaton 14S is mutually-single-valued (refs 3, 4). The diagram
cf the inverse automaton is obtained form the diagram of automaton
'15 through the juxtaposition of the input and output letters

assigned to the connective ribs. Let us note that the mutual
single-valuedness of the automaton is not necessary even for the
inversion of a synchronous automaton (Pigs 2 and 3).

The difficultiea %rising in the general case are due mostly
to the following factcrs : 1) the class of functions i induced
by the automata is considerably wider than -,he class of functions

F• induced by the synchronous automata; 2) for any automaton
there exists a countable number of paired nonequivalent auto-

mata inducing 1 (as distinct from the unitary automaton with
an accuracy up n the equivalence of the automaton in the synohron-
ous case).

2. To construct effective criteria permitting us to
recognize the indicated properties of automaton Jk , let uj

- ~3 -



Fintroduce the sets (nLC , (.i...)analogous to the Sardinasfl
and Patterson classes (ref 1). The sets RA(%)are determined
by induc their elements are ordered triplets of the
form (p, , 1h) , where (0 is the ending of some word V'% and
C and h are state numbers. The set R!%Qis definet as the

combination of all elements (%,,,) for which there exist

( (. ()and a word Vý ouch that S'I:5s, os-. & )and

~%' y'or :S t;. v. and I;~
Lemma 2. The element .{ ') belongs to 9, )if and only

if there exist numbers V/ k4 .,.I"

h,, ",, -"/a such that !jý "

the Vord is the ending of word V L

Let us establish the following notation: an empty word
is , the length of word • in alphabet 6 is A( ) , and the'
maximum lentth of words P is . max. From lemma 2 it follows

that there exist not more than elements which can

make up the sets . Consequently, these sets begin to
recur periodically at some point.

Theorem I. Automaton rt will be mutually-single-valued
if and only if all words ¢; are nonempty and no set . con-

tains words of the form (s\, for Nm (R)4,x- 0N(W-*22+.
Theorem 2. Tn order for the automaton % to be mutually-

single-valued in the weak sense, it is necessary and suffiolent
that no set IZ, Q)contain elements of the form CA,y)for n

.Theorem In order for the automaton q to be mutually-
single-valued over infinity, it is neoessary and suffiolent that .

all sets f,(,Obe empty starting with some A +
Theorems 1-3 lead to algorithms for the determination of

the the investigated properties of automaton 4.ý consisting in
the ordered construction and study of a finite number of sets
I• (•). These algorithms are generalisations of the corresponding

algorithms in refs I and 5.
Theorem 4, Automaton ".A will be invertible if and only if

it is mutually-single-valued over infinity.
The necessity of the above condition is evident. NoX

t automaton Zý be mutually-single-valued over infinity.

4 -



he~n, by Thearem 3 there eXists a 'minimum nwmber'A()Such~
that all sets Q( are empty for ek.3mQC, . We Dow proceed
"to describe methods of constructing automata %" and 1 inverse

Method fr g.ltMSca autoag N PlLZ Let us
denote by Wel the set of al par suhta =Vý ,

re ~~ is the beginning of words'4
and the numbers LI-SZ C i uhtht 6

r',.,KThe combination of numbers (:~- will b'e called
the C'. decoding of -the word f * Let ZZf ,U

be all "k.-decodinge of the Word f~and IL'( ,the greatest
nuimber such that ki .) 0~ I_ t ) (' -',.-). Cý
B y Theor'ez 3 and Umoma 2, -tbere exIsts ,a riinlre-m num bear -r~r, to /20
(th E, sa aime f cr all pairs L~§Ah such that if for some

we have Kt (t andl "ýsfd. te for
each~-(t. ,M) and ~he number ~/>o * or t1x ar ~C~

let uis defilne the f'ollowi.ng function3: (C)-
v.- P' 14ý ct In particular,, if V

thnq~ We denote, by 9't,. th'-e set
of words e~such that () 7 'and As the states of
the automat-on Rk' we take the symbolH 4~Where P C'4- ,---
inc:luding the symbol~f (even if A.*1?Z,,) which we shall
conpsider- the initial state. It is obvious thant the number of
etates does not, exceed andTe ucios~

of the transitions and outocuts of automaton.%p' will be defined
on the pairs ,- for which (~J~C ,In the follow-
ing way: FýC 6 1, ) . d)

* The corastruction ends with the "Unifioation, of the undistinguish-
able states of the automaton and the rejeotion. of those states
which cannot be reached from the initial sttate !YAO * (E~ote:]
F~rom Lemma I and the fact that an autozatoxn mut a lly-single-
valued in the weakt sense cannot produce more than N-1 empty words
in seaqvence, it follows that the nv.mber of L-decondings f

'Lte word is finite).



MEfpd constructing aut2Matop & lgFgý
method differs from the one precelding merely in a

different definition of the funetions % ' and -06

If k' or k-I and e-7 , then '14,0J,0) 'L
14-1 )Q0,,, A-. if W and 3\C V 4Y•Wt.) T then

is the greatest number such that %t"t-kand

s)--

.~ ,'/ .'s \

Figure 2. Automaton W Figure 3. A tomatons inverse to
automatog V (Fig 2). a -- auto-
maton bA" b -- automaton V" .

The selection of automata A and V" from the countable
set of other automat.a inverse to Pv, is explained by their spe-
clal significance in -oding theory. If we assume that automaton
At is used for messa'ge encoding, automata IV and Li" can be
considered as deconding automata, the first of which decodee
each message w!th a minimal lag not greatpr than -T , while the
second (in the case of non-empty words •'- ) decodes each message
with a minimal constant lag T . The automaton %' , as well as
automaton I1," in the cited instance are determined by these con-
ditions unambiguously with an accuracy up to the limit of equiva-lence. lote 1. There exist invertible partial automata (see
Pig 3, for example) for which any automata obtained by their
fuzrther definition without an expansion of the output 4Iphabet,
are invertible.

Note 2. From Theorem 4 it follows that if A is a finite
automaton and the function•r - is induced by the automaton
eving an infinite set of s , it is induced by some fi 2 ~te

.W-tomaton
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SYNTHESIS OF A CLASS OF COMPUTERS

[Following is the translation of an article by
M.V. Rybashov in the Russian-language periodioal
•glagZ A16demi Nauk SSSR (Reports of the Aca-
demy of Sclences U33R), Vol 147, No 6, 1962,
pages 1304-1305.)]

(fresented by Academician V.A. Trapeznikov 4 June
1962)

In automatic control systems there often arises the
2ieed for devices to carry on automatic tracking of one of the
:roots x*(t) = (xý,...,x*T of a system of finite equations

fi(x1 t i1 ,...,ur) = 0 (1 = 1,...,n) (0)

Vith time-variable parameters u19,.. Ur.

In most cases the variables . are not exprezsed

analytically in terms of indiependeut variables, so that the
problem is usually handled by analog computer methods (reft 1)
Shich make possible functional transformations with functions

X : (ul tessour) given implicitly by system (1).

Usually (ref 1) a computer for the construction of In-
plicit functions is designed according to the principle of oon-
tinuous formation of the shifts f, = in the course of ohanges
in variables u1 ,oe..ur. Root tracking with the aid 'f-suoh a derice

is unavoidably accompanied by an error in the established regime.
'fith considerable speeds of variation of variables u 1 ,...,ur the

error may turn out to be considerable, which under certain con-
ditions leads to root bifurcation.

In the present article we describe a method of synthe-
string systems for tracking roots in the stable regime with an
error equa1 to zero.L 10. Let us suppose that the functions fI are oontin ounly

8



-IKfferentiable w•ith res;ect al tll their arigments in -
re cn ,ov.re in ths vltc4n of 'ts(te I ), and the

flnctions Uk(t) are finite anld ,iferentiable with respect

to t. In addition, the system of functions fi(i = 1,...,n)

has a non-degenerate Jacobian A O4fil/Zbxk3 everywhere in D.

Let us consider the system of equations

df/dt = if•.j fn), t L = I,...,n, (2)

where the functions as as functions of the arguments fl,...,fn

everywhere satisfy the Lipsohitz conditions and are chosen such
that system (;) ha? a singu•lar anymptotically stable rest point
f = 0 (fl = f2 r...= LIU = 01 in the phase space F with coordin-

ate axes fj $*,fn" As sench m. %yatem we can have, for example,

the following:

df!/dt - *i, 7 > 0, i = 1,...,n. (3)

System (2) i*plicitly gives the 3ystem of equations
with respect to varlablee yI '"

dy/dt V- ( " Bdu/dt) (4)

where dy/dt, du/dt, t are co'lurn matrices of the derivatives
and functions 4, : respectively; .11. is the inverse of the Jaoobian;

B is the matrix (n X r) of derivatives t fi/'aUk. System (2) has

the following properties. Any solution xz(t) (where k is the

number of the solution) of system (1) is a special solution of

system (4) because the pciLt f = 0 to the rest point of system
(2). With initial conditions y(to) = xk(tOc) satisfying equations
(I), the solution y(t,y(to)) of the system of equations (4) for

all t > to will satisfy the system (I), axince for t >to as a

result of (2) we have
i(Y(t,v(t )), u(t)) '!E 0, i =1 ,. .n

If for % = 0 ziot a.l F 1 (to) = O,
(to) = f ;(y(to),'U. (t 0 )),

L.91



[then because of the asymptotic stability at t to, all the

g i will tend to zero, and as a result of the differentiability

of the functions f, and the finiteness of the function u,(t),

the following evaluation will hold:

a = const.

From the evaluation it follows that the phase trajeotoriel
y(t) = x (t) (where k is the number of the root of system (1))

are asymptoticall:r stable.
The dynamlc error will fall off with time. In practice

this means tbht upon the completion of the transient process the
error of the stable regime will be zero. At the same time, there
is a fixation of the root,

Equation (4) is realized by means of analog techniques
such as computing elements in electronic models.

gith the aid of system (4) it is likewise possible to
find the roots of finite equations (ref 2). In this ease u S

tconet, &,, =0 , .1 = 1 ,...,n. The rest poiuts of the equations

dy/dt = A , dy/dt = (det A)C 4

where C is a matrix Adjoint to matrix A, are asvmptotioally
stable and ooinclde with the roots of system (1). With the
specification of initial conditions in the region of attraotion
of a given root, the representing point will henceforth tend
toward ta&t root.

20. Let us consider the matrix equation:

df/dt = 0.

The rest point f = 0 in this equation is Lyapunov-stable,
as are the trajectories y(t) S xf(t) of the equation

dy/dt u -A 1 B(du/dt). (5)

The computer with equation of motion (5) makes it pos-
sible to perform tracking of the root with an error not exceedingS. In~deed, with the ttrajeotory Lyapunoy-stable for a glvene>O,

there exists a (9 0 such that if the error in the initial
c•nditionu

---- 10 -



al~th t > t~, 0 ia rror will. not exo~Od the speoifled figure EL
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